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The fishermen of

Machchimar Nagar at Cuffe

Parade, claim that they had

written to Deputy Chief

Minister R R Patil four

months ago, warning that

two boats carrying RDX and

weapons might enter the city

after August 20. They say,

however, that the state

authorities ignored their

warning.

Chief Secretary Johnny

Joseph, when contacted, said that he will check the claims made by the local

fishermen. When we get specific information, we certainly take action, he said.

Damodar Tandel, president of Akil Maharashtra Machchimar Kriti Samiti, said

that many boats from Gujarat come close our coast to conduct fishing business

without permission. 

Claims Tandel, “At times, these fishermen even stay on in the city for several

months. At least five of these boats from Gujarat employ nearly 200

Bangladeshis. They also indulge in smuggling, and even bring RDX and weapons

in fish boxes to Bhaucha Dhakka. 

I raised this issue with Deputy Chief Minister Patil four months ago, and also

informed that two boats carrying RDX could enter the city sometime after

August 20. But the government sat on the information. Had they acted

promptly, perhaps today this tragedy might not have occurred.”
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According to the Maharashtra Fishery Marine Act 1981, every fisherman has to

maintain a remark book with approvals of the custom department for trips they

make. 

“For each trip they need the approval of the custom department. If they are

found doing dubious business, then their licence gets cancelled. Moreover, the

fishermen never go out to sea for more than eight days. 

If a fisherman does, then he is answerable to the custom department. Now,

however, nobody bothers to maintain the record book or observe the law.

Anybody can even get a licence by paying Rs 10,000 as a bribe,” alleges Tandel.

“Maharashtra has 720 km of coastal line, but the coastal authorities have only

three boats to check smuggling by unlicenced fishermen. The police department

have got boats, but they do not do patrolling. 

The state officials said that they would strengthen security to control unlicenced

fishing, but nothing has been done,” claims Tandel.

“The government should put up halogen lights near the coast where boats land,

and set up a permanent police chowky at Machchimar Nagar. Our fishermen

should also be trained to fight terrorists. 

:If the police take us into confidence, we will share confidential information with

them. I hope the government wakes up from its slumber,” Tandel added.

When asked, Chief Secretary Johnny Joseph said that he will check the claims

made by the local fishermen. “We generally do not ignore information passed on

by fishermen or other informers.

“Sometimes, however, we get vague information which makes it difficult to us to

act. But if somebody comes forward with any specific information and can reveal

precise details, then we definitely take action,” said Joseph.
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